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Looking back on 1955, we might get a sense of atisfaction from s v
eral thing : a mall increase in members, the u ual number of regional
contests and a most successful National Contest, and a definite increase in
the genera1 activity of soaring groups over the .. The statistic. and sup
porting facts of how uccessful 1955 was will not be known for several
months.
The Society is circulating a report to all of the organiz d oaring
groups of record and it is our earnest plea that they be completed and re
turned promptly to the Secretary's office. Our last effort along this line was
in 1953 when through failure of 46% of the groups to report, we obtained
inconclusive data. We all owe it to the prestige of soaring in the U.S. to
submit prompt and completely factual reports.
Looking behind i only u eful in plotting a better and brighter futur .
ome things we already know. The general level of interest in soaring is
exceptionally high and, as evidenced by the number of articles in all of our
news media, foreca ts a growing movement. It will expand of its own ac
cord, slowly to be sW'e but we can acc lerate this and make soaring more
popular and pI asant for everyone if we give it some direction. This is an
old saw which I have played many time , but still tru - WE CANl OT
MATERIALLY HELP THE MOVEMENT GROW WITH VOLU TEER
HELP. A few more SSA Members from each soaring group in the .S.
would make pos ible the establishment of a paid executive taft. t least
two large oaring organization in the .. already have 100% SSA Mem
bership. Will your group be 100 0/1'- in 1956?
We aU hav a big tal{e in a trong well organiz d oaring program.
To reap its benefits, e mu t alJ make a greater effort to keep it growing.

I wish you all prosperity and good oaring for 1956.
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